
Data quality guide:
How to get the best
out of your data
Data quality is crucial for success in the
automotive aftermarket. Only with flawless
data can vehicles and spare parts be
determined without error and
unambiguously. With our data quality
initiative, we take your data to the next level!

In the automotive aftermarket, the key to success is data

quality. Correct and up-to-date catalog data must be

available at the point of service (PoS) at all times.

The quality of the catalog data determines whether the customer who consults the data to identify parts will be satisfied or not. Data

quality and decision quality are thus directly related. For outstanding data quality in the TecDoc® Catalogue, information needs and

information supply must ideally match. Catalog data that optimally supports the parts identification process leads to sustainable sales

success and confidence in the underlying database.

Data quality has become increasingly important over the last 20 years with the growing importance of electronic catalog and ordering

systems. The success of online platforms is directly dependent on the quality of the product identification data and information

available. As online commerce continues to grow strongly and will continue to grow, catalog and ordering systems must offer high-

quality product identification information. Online ordering systems are only as good or successful as the quality of their underlying

data and information.

"In the past, you went into a store and were advised by a

salesperson and then left the store with the product you

were looking for. Today, in the digital world, this advisory

and selection function must be performed 100% by the

available data and information. And they can only do this

if they meet defined quality criteria at a high level and

always provide customers with exactly the information

they need to identify and select a product."

Andreas Assmann, Director Data Quality Management

How do we measure data quality?

The data...

■ ... is free of errors

■ ... can be interpreted unambiguously

■ ... is standardized

■ ... is comprehensible

■ ... is relevant

■ ... is complete

■ ... is up-to-date



What are the benefits of high quality data?

New key performance indicators for data quality in the TecDoc® Catalog

KPI 7: Translations of the text modules

Higher customer
satisfaction at the PoS

Competitiveness to OE
identification systems

Trustworthy and
credible appearance

Lower retail
return rates

Stronger supplier-retailer
business relationships

Significantly less effort
in data maintenance

To ensure high data quality, we have established standardized production and update processes on the one hand and defined

numerous guidelines for our data suppliers in the form of validations and KPIs on the other. In this way, we can ensure that the

information needs at the PoS can be fully served by means of the data provided by our data suppliers.

In the following, we would like to present the new KPIs that have been successively introduced since 2020. Unlike the already known

metrics for data quality, these are specifically aimed at product content. The KPIs you are already familiar with target the TecDoc®

guidelines.

What?

Why?

How?

KPI 7 checks whether the supplied languages for text modules
match the languages actually used (DE, EN, FR, IT, ES, NL, PL, RU,
TR). It calculates what percentage of the text modules used are
actually in the specified language. The check is automated.

With KPI 7, we want to ensure that information is available at the
PoS in the respective target languages (ISOCode_20) and can be
understood accordingly by the customer.

Make sure that your translations in the text modules really
correspond to the specified target language.



KPI 8: Differentiation attributes on the first article page

What?

KPI 10: Differentiation of the links on the first article page

KPI 11: Decimal places for defined attributes

Why?

How?

With KPI 8, we ensure that the links contain only allowed
differentiation attributes.

With this evaluation criterion we can minimize the number of
invalid differentiation attributes on the first catalog page.

Check the attributes for the first article page and make sure that
only allowed differentiation attributes are used.

What?

Why?

How?

KPI 10 checks whether different article numbers linked to the
same generic article for the same vehicle differ in at least one of
the following parameters: Mandatory and/or differentiation
attributes, article additional description, article status, use
numbers, substitutions.

We collect this KPI so that the differentiation information of
several products with the same name and different article
numbers is directly visible on the first article page.

Check whether all links with the same generic article can be
differentiated on the first article page. If this is not the case, use
suitable differentiation attributes for this.

What?

Why?

How?

KPI 11 checks whether more than one decimal place is specified
for certain attributes defined by TecDoc® per generic article. The
specifications for these attributes are limited to a maximum of
one single decimal place. Ideally, the value is entered without
decimal places.

Keep it short and simple. With this KPI, we want to ensure that no
more decimal places are displayed than absolutely necessary.

Check that the attributes from the list of generic items and
attributes provided by us have max. one decimal place specified.
Reduce this to max. one or at best none if this requirement is not
yet met.

GA_Number GA_Name_En A�ribute_Number A�ribute_Name_En Result
82 Brake Disc 274 Brake Disc Thickness [mm] correct
82 Brake Disc 232 Brake Disc Type correct
82 Brake Disc 100 Fitting Position correct
82 Brake Disc 497 Outer diameter [mm] correct
82 Brake Disc 590 Alternatively correct
82 Brake Disc 273 Axle correct
82 Brake Disc 1172 Axle Design correct
82 Brake Disc 669 Axle Number correct
82 Brake Disc 667 Axle number from correct
82 Brake Disc 668 Axle number to correct
82 Brake Disc 453 Axle Position correct
82 Brake Disc 1347 Axle Stub Diameter [mm] correct
82 Brake Disc 123 Axle Version correct
82 Brake Disc 119 Bearing Code correct
82 Brake Disc 8 Block Separation correct
82 Brake Disc 560 Bolt Hole Circle Ø [mm] correct
82 Brake Disc 1065 Brake Caliper Colour correct
82 Brake Disc 1548 Brake Caliper ID correct
82 Brake Disc 262 Brake Caliper Type correct
82 Brake Disc 1080 Brake Size correct
82 Brake Disc 649 Brake System correct
82 Brake Disc 233 Brake Type correct

Ar�cle 001-1

Ar�cle 002-2

No differen�a�on a�ributes
available!

Free text is not a permissible
differen�a�on parameter!



KPI 12: Text modules content

What?

KPI 13: Alphanumeric attributes content

KPI 14: TecDoc® engine code attribute

Why?

How?

KPI 12 scans whether text modules contain information that can
be transferred to attributes or to other areas of the TecDoc® data
format.

With the introduction of this KPI, we want to ensure that the text
modules contain only marketing text and no technical
information or specifications (attributes). Search functions and
OE2IAM mapping processes are not supported by free text
information. Therefore, we provide any information that can be
mapped as attributes as such. In contrast, free texts find their
place in more suitable areas of the TecDoc® data format.

Check whether text modules contain information that can be
better transported with standardized TecDoc® attributes or by
means of other areas of the TecDoc® data format and transfer
the information accordingly.

What?

Why?

How?

KPI 13 ensures that the values of alphanumeric attributes are
directly related to the meaning of the respective attribute. They
should only contain content that corresponds to the respective
attribute in terms of content and structure.

With this KPI, we want to ensure that only really suitable values
are assigned to alphanumeric attributes. Suitable in the sense
that the respective assigned content is meaningfully related to
the attribute.

Check the values of the alphanumeric attributes. Correct them if
they do not exclusively contain values that correspond to the
respective attribute in content and structure.

What?

Why?

How?

KPI 14 ensures ,that the numeric TecDoc® engine code attribute
(14) is used instead of the alphanumeric attribute (33). The
specified engine code is to be assigned to the target vehicle in
the TecDoc® reference data on the basis of attribute 33.

We check this indicator to ensure that only the standardized
TecDoc® engine code attribute is ever used to describe engine
codes, instead of free text.

Please only use TecDoc® engine code as differentiation attribute
if the desired engine code is already assigned to the target K-
type/N-type in the TecDoc® reference data.



Why TecAlliance®?

TecAlliance GmbH
Steinheilstraße 10
85737 Ismaning Germany

+49 2203 2020 2000
dqm@tecalliance.net
www.tecalliance.net

We are your partner for all things aftermarket data. We are the trusted digitization partner for the

international automotive aftermarket with more than 25 years of experience. We offer data & solutions

for the entire value chain. With more than 800 employees worldwide, we are confident that we can also

support you in digitizing your business.

New measure of data quality: the “Premier Data Supplier”

How we can support you in meeting the new quality measures

Certified Data Supplier (CDS)

Already meets specific requirements for
TecDoc® data maintenance to a high degree

Meets all CDS criteria and other significantly
more stringent content requirements

KPIs also encompass aspects of product
content

KPIs target basic TecDoc® guidelines

Premier Data Supplier (PDS)

We are constantly working on improving the data quality in the TecDoc® Catalog. With the introduction of new requirements for our
data suppliers in the form of validations and KPIs, we are ensuring that our TecDoc® data is in line with the information needs at the
point of service. The data suppliers who, in addition to the conditions for the "Certified Data Supplier (CDS)" designation, now also fulfill
the new KPIs successively introduced since 2020, receive the status of "Premier Data Supplier (PDS)", which is ranked higher than the
CDS. The two statuses differ from each other - apart from the different weighting - in that the underlying KPIs to be fulfilled in order to
achieve the respective award are aimed at two different levels. The status of the CDS is more limited to the TecDoc® guidelines or
basics in the underlying KPIs. Whereas the KPIs that have to be fulfilled to achieve the new PDS status go significantly beyond this and
include, among other things, the evaluation of data content.

■ Online DQM workshops

■ Monthly and quarterly performance reporting

■ Guide for generic articles and attributes

■ TecDoc® Data Guide

■ New functions in our data management tools

■ Individual data service

■ Personal support from our sales team and technical
consultants

More than 700 brands are now represented in the TecDoc® Catalog, one of the world's leading aftermarket catalogs. It comprises more
than 110,000 vehicle types, 6.6 million item data from more than 700 brands, 254 million links and 48 item groups. Already
celebrating over 25 years of global recognition, the TecDoc® standard ensures the highest data quality, comparability, efficiency and
transparency in the global automotive aftermarket. With the new status of “Premier Data Supplier”, we honor the commitment of data
suppliers whose data meet the high quality standards in an extraordinary way and thus contribute to sustainable sales success. After
all, it is only through this cooperative partnership that we can increase confidence in the data base in the TecDoc® Catalog.


